
Mystery of the Abbey

2 Miles

2-3 hours

Easy route on 
roads, pavements 

& footpaths (can be 
muddy in places)

About

R eady for a challenge? If puzzle solving, code cracking and riddle wrangling are your thing then saddle up for an 
interactive stroll through the story of Kenilworth’s lost Abbey of St. Mary the Virgin (and some other Kenilworth 
stories too)!

This 2 mile clue based trail will test your powers of deduction over about 2-3 hours, and 13 key points of interest. All you 
will need is a smartphone, pen and paper and an inquisitive mind!

How to play...
Print the clues

Print pages 2 - 6 of this document and go to the start 
location. 

Read each carefully
When you arrive at a location you are tasked with solving 
a puzzle (or puzzles) based on something physical that’s 
written there. So, Look out for signs, plaques and panels.

Find the date
In each location you’ll be tasked to find (or work out) a 
four digit number based on a date written there. Record 
this date (you’ll need them later on).

Solve the puzzle
Each location also features a puzzle that hides your next 
location. The clues include just about everything you need 
to solve each, but if you get stuck feel free to ask Google! 

Use the QR code
Scan the specific QR codes overleaf to access the mobile 
web version, where you can input your dates for extra 
information on the places you visit. There are also hints, 
directions and even solutions if you are really stumped. 

Design by: www.blackspiraldesign.co.uk

OR...
Play the whole thing in the 
mobile version..
All the clues,, all the hints, all the extra info in 
one place!

Scan the 
QR code for 
this trail and 
plenty more!

visit.kenilworthweb.co.uk



Get Started
Start From: Abbey Fields Car Park, Bridge Street, Kenilworth, CV8 1BN

Follow the lime tree avenue west to the church then, with your back to the West door continue 
straight ahead on dirt path into churchyard. Follow the path around to the left to reach the Gatehouse. 

The Abbey Gatehouse
Welcome traveller! Are you new here? Well here’s a map to help you find your way around the Abbey, 
with a puzzle included! It would be to your advantage to find the places marked with an X as each will 
help you solve the puzzle waiting in the Nave. 

But before you start, here’s your very first test…

“There’s a carbon copy somewhere at the Gatehouse, you’ll need to look 
neither high nor low to find the words reversed from black to white.”

When you locate the clue, you’ll need to record the first date listed (write it down below!) and you can 
input it at the website (using the QR code above) to find out more about the Abbey Gatehouse. 

Finally, to discover Brother Richard’s location you’ll need the name of the buried bedroom (write that 
down too, it’s important later!)

“Brother Richard was seen in the _____________”

If you have your answers then use your map to locate the first point marked with a red X - The Abbey 
Museum...your next stop! 

The Abbey Museum
Whilst the use of this building at the time of the Abbey is a bit of a mystery, it has been used to shelter 
animals, as storage and as a museum in the years since. If you look very carefully you might spot 
some masons marks carved into the stone. 

To find out more, you are looking for the date the Priory was made an Abbey...
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Confused? 
Then use 
the QR code 
for hints... 
(beware of 
spoilers).

Remember! 
You can find 
out more 
about this 
spot by 
entering the 
date at the 
web page in 
the QR code

/abbey-gatehouse/
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For the true puzzle you’ll need to “fence in the bacon” to decipher this masonic message (and work 
out another clue for the puzzle in the Nave).

“At Lauds a Brother was seen in the_____________”

Now you’ll need to use your map to locate the next red X at the Cloister. (hint - its through the 
graveyard).

The Cloister
A lovely spot to pause and imagine this grand colonnaded space at the heart of the Abbey, filled 
with the bustle of monks going about their tasks. Daily life in the Abbey involved work and study and 
arranged around eight masses (or prayer services).
 

Here’s your next clue for the Nave puzzle, but a mass is missing!

“Brother Thomas was seen either at Matins or__________”

If Matins=1 and Compline = 8 can you go by the numbers and work out the name of the missing 
mass?

(None + Sext) – Terce = ?

If you’d rather stay in more earthly circles note the date King Henry got involved MINUS the number 
of the mass you just worked out!

Time for your last easy one! Locate the Nave on your map and proceed there at once!

The Nave
The true heart of the Abbey, the brothers would worship mass here several times daily. Why not grab 
a pew and contemplate your toughest challenge so far?

Firstly, you’ll need the date ascribed to St. Nicholas Church, best write that one down!

Now let’s get to the main event, here’s your final clue…

“A Brother was seen in the Bell Tower 2 masses earlier than Brother 
John”

Now you have all four clues you can take on this puzzle! 

“Abbot Simon Jekyes, is careful to survey the Abbey regularly to ensure 
the brothers are working hard. Before each of 4 separate masses he visits 
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Lost? 
Use the QR 
code for 
directions... 
(beware of 
spoilers).
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a different place in the Abbey and encounters a different brother. Who 
did he meet, where and when?”

Use the clues to decipher where and when Brother John was seen. The where will lead you on, the 
when might be useful later… 

Here’s a table to help you!

Brother Richard was seen in the _________
At Lauds a Brother was seen in the _________
Brother Thomas was seen either at Matins or _______
A Brother was seen in the Bell Tower 2 masses earlier than Brother John

If you’ve completed the puzzle you’ll need to travel to where brother John was seen. If you need a 
hint (or directions) use QR Code 4!

Location 5
From here you have a fantastic view across Abbey Fields, to the Finham Brook and beyond.  Before 
we leave you’ll need the last date on the carbon copy at this spot and as we are still at the abbey add 
2 x “compline” to it just for good measure!

Location Masses
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Useful Tips!

Read the clues 
carefully

Mark the 
obvious facts 
on the grid

Read the clues 
again...

Use logic 
deduction to 
work out the 
rest of the grid

Stuck?

Use the QR 
code for help

/the-nave/
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To move on over troubled waters, peel back those peepers and seek an 
arch. Need a clue?

If you’ve completed the puzzle you’ll know where to go... If you need a hint use QR code 5!

Location 6
A large one indeed! Note that year but as we’ve added two complines last time we’d best take them 
off again before we move on from the Abbey grounds.

For your next step we need to consider Kenilworth’s Royal connections, can you place these Kings 
and Queens that visited Kenilworth in the correct chronological order of when they ascended the 
throne?

King Henry V · Queen Victoria · Queen Elizabeth I · King Edward I ·  
King John · King Henry III

Now that’s done… you’ll need to:

a) Take the penultimate monarch
b) Consider their innocent nickname
c) Clone them and add the elephant in the Kenilworth room that we 

haven’t mentioned once yet!

Got all that? Time for a venerable pint we reckon! Hints at QR code 6 as usual!

Location 7
Congratulations on making it to the halfway point! As a reward we’ll make this one easy. The date you 
need here is a very welcoming sign (and very hard to miss!).

From here you’ll need to walk west towards the Elephant we just discussed and keep an eye out on 
your left. As long as you don’t go past number 39 you’ll be quids in! If you somehow get lost scan 
the QR code for help!

Location 8
Another nice spot for a rest, you’ll find quite a few dates here, but we are only interested in the very 
earliest one.

/location-6/
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Sadly, though this is the wrong spot! There was another place just like this in Kenilworth and its 
location is spelt out in black and white.

“Find the place mentioned but go back a step to where five plus six is 
eleven, but six plus seven is one.”

Location 9
If you have found the right place, the dates 1940 and 1973/74 will be significant. But you’ll need to 
find the other date inscribed here but then minus the date you found at the previous spot (don’t 
forget you’ll need a zero to make it a four digit number).

Code time!

The road to Warwick is long but you’ll need to follow a Roman gentleman 
thrice across the Rubicon to decipher how far to go. Your goal is hiding 
around a corner in black and gold at: 
 
“Nlqjv dupv dqg fdvwoh krwho”

Location 10
Such an illustrious guest! You’ll want to record the year he turned 50 and in which he also published 
his masterpiece (in our opinion anyway).

To move on, its a simple riddle, to answer it you’ll need to discover Kenilworth’s darkest day.

The obituary for the 27 is literally at the end, in the shadow of the crown 
you found earlier. Find the spot and discover what happened...

Location 11
A moment of contemplation is required for that momentous early morning. No-one will forget the 
year, but the numbers of the day and month need recording. 

By now you should have eleven 4 digit numbers recorded, so here’s where the real sleuthing begins. 
You’ll need a famous book you’ve already heard about and specifically volume 1 of the second 
edition published by Archibald Constable in 1821 (don’t worry, its free at Google’s library).
Got that? Good, now a few hints:

Make sure you are on the right page, line yourself up, and a word to the 
wise, first is everything…
Only whole words count!

/location-9/
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Which Book?

Remember 
location 10?

Use the QR 
code for help
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If you draw a blank, maybe that’s intentional

Finally, rearrange your result to find a place you’ve passed at least twice 
already!

Forgotten the numbers (or didn’t write them down)? Check the hints at QR code 11!

Location 12
Congratulations on finding your way here to the threshold of the puzzle and whilst you could knock, 
this isn’t the end of your quest… As a reward we’ll gift you the date to discover more about this spot… 
It’s 1575

Time for the final puzzle, and it has three parts…

Firstly, you’ll need to consider the shape of each tile of carved flowers. 
Where are these carvings from? They are old, not old enough to be 
Greek, but this code is (if you skip the J):

11,12,12,15,54,13,23,45,42,13,23
If you have a location in mind, you’ll need to find the specific spot.

“If you take an L of a chance you’ll find me in the rising sun. Above it all, 
my name is a homophone for another word for change”.

So where is that?

“Four Limes down and ten paces south to a static spot that gathers no 
moss”.

Location 13
Found the right place? (Check the hints via QR code 13 if you are struggling!).

Well if you look directly West and line yourself up with a previous spot you’ll see the scale of it all. The 
date 1538 is your key to the final reward for all your hard work!

Congratulations! You did it! The mystery of the Abbey is solved!

If you enjoyed this trail then why not try another next time you visit?

Find more trails at: visit.kenilworthweb.co.uk/trails
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These trails were produced by Kenilworth Town Council, and were funded by a grant from HS2’s 
Business & Local Economy Fund (BLEF), adding benefit to communities demonstrably disrupted by the 
construction of Phase One of HS2 from London to West Midlands.


